
Year 3 Overview 
Focus – Science, History, Art & Design 

Technology 

Light and Shadow  
Wow: DVD Prince of Egypt  

Outcome: Egypt day! Power points for Parents 

Autumn Term 1 

 

Literacy 

Fiction – Diary of an Egyptian slave. Narrative based on 

aspect of Ancient Egypt.   Non-fiction - Information 

text about modern and ancient Egypt 

Writing Focus,  

- Using punctuation correctly, including capital letters, 

full stops, question, exclamation marks and commas in 

lists. 

- Use sentences with different forms and expanded noun 

phrases to describe and specify. Demonstrate 

understanding of meaning and purpose of writing. 

 

 

Mathematics 

Place Value 

Identify, represent and estimate numbers using different 

representations.  

Read and write numbers up to 1000 in words and numerals.  

Compare and order numbers up to 1000.  

Solve number problems and practical problems using these 

ideas. 

Addition and Subtraction 

Add and subtract numbers mentally (including: a three-digit 

number and ones, three-digit number and tens, three-digit 

numbers and hundreds) 

Add and subtract numbers with up to three digits using 

formal written methods (column) 

Solve different problems using these skills. 

 

 

 

Science       Light and Dark 

 Reflective surfaces 

 Sun Safety 

 Light Sources 

 Marvellous mirrors 

 Making shadows 

 Changing shadows 

History 

History 

Who were the Ancient Egyptians?/What was life 

like then?/Mummies/Tutankhamun/Egyptian Gods 

Geography 

Egypt in the world/The Nile/Then and Now 

RE        What does it mean to be a Muslim? 

Importance of Muhammad (pbuh;)  

Importance of the Qur’an and how it is treated by Muslims; 

Islamic beliefs and practices  

The Significance of the mosque;  

PSHE 

Exploring the concept of perseverance and 

courage (Moses and Pharaoh); how it relates 

to the experiences children relate to. 

Computing 

Online safety 

Multimedia – photographs  

(taking, importing, filing and 

editing digital images) 

Design Technology/Art 

 

Silhouettes linked to light ad shadow 

Moving shadow puppets 

Pencil Sketching of artefacts 

 

 

Music 

Rhythm & Blues 

Learning focused around one song: Let 

Your Spirit Fly.  

(pulse, rhythm, pitch etc), singing and 

playing instruments are all linked. 

SMSC and British Values 

- Learning the rules, routines and expected behaviour in the classroom and developing a sense of enjoyment and fascination in learning about themselves, 

others and the world around them 

- Understanding of the consequences of their behaviour and actions 

 

PE 

Gymnastics 

Monday AM indoors 

Rugby 

Tuesday PM OUTDOORS  


